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TWIGA Foundation has a children’s education project.  
The project is located in Mto wa Mbu Tanzania. The project is called “Sarakasi” 
and supports nursery school children, primary school children, secondary 
students, vocational school students and university students with basic life 
necessities (nutritious food, medical care, school necessities and support) and 
provides quality education for these children. 
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1. Introduction 

Staff, children and volunteers create a community which you can easily call ‘The 

Sarakasi Family’. As a family, we share happy times but also sad times.  

We are still enjoying the effects od the reorganization of the Twiga Foundation in 

which our Sarakasi kids have moved from our own plant towards Sasa 

educational Centre. Under the caring attention of Mr. Tatah Mloa.  The so-called 

transition. We therefore realizes stability in 2020 for our Sarakasi children, but 

the corona pandemic has also its effect on the outcome of our plans and the 

future and created new challenges.  

 

On behalf of the Twiga board, 

Anne Marie van Lanen 

Chairwoman 
Twiga Foundation 
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2. TWIGA Foundation 

      Mission 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     General Goal 

 

 

     Specific Goals 2020 
1. Working with the new organization structure of Sasa School Centre from Mr. 

Tatah Mloa and making the necessary adjustment to make our project future 
proof for our Sarakasi children.  

2. Strengthen our cooperation with the involved local schools. 
3. Increase the financial support in The Netherlands. 

The Twiga Foundation works on creating a positive change in the lives of 
children and their families who live in Mto wa Mbu (Tanzania) under difficult 
and dangerous circumstances. With our work, we want to strengthen and 
support the triangle of school-child-parent(s). We help as many children as 
possible to finish an education career at their own level and provide guidance 
in their personal development. Like this, we support the children and their 
families in establishing a situation of social and financial independence for 
themselves, so they can help others to achieve the same, and break through the 
circle of poverty and/or violence. 

 

Giving love, attention and service of basic necessities and quality education in the 
widest meaning of the word until the children have successfully finalized an 
educational career of their passion.  
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3. Realizations 2020 

The corona pandemic left a clear mark on the developments of our project in 
2020. More about that later. First an introduction; a short history of our project. 
 
For years, the Twiga Foundation has given children from the nursery, primary 
and secondary school in Mto wa Mbu extra lessons and extra support during 
weekends and holidays on the Sarakasi site near Lake Manyara, where mama’s, 
housekeepers, guards, teachers and volunteers offered their services in 
supporting the Sarakasi children. However, due to changing laws and 
regulations and political developments in Tanzania, the Twiga Foundation was 
forced to dismantle the Sarakasi project - with care for continuation for the 
support of the Sarakasi children. The Tanzanian government is no longer making 
it possible to run the Sarakasi ya Vijana project as an NGO in the long term with 
the deployment of volunteers from the Netherlands both in management and in 
the daily support of the project on site in Mto wa Mbu. The Sarakasi site 
therefore had to close and staff were fired. Fortunately, the children were able to 
continue to go to school and did not notice the changes. After a thorough 
research phase in Tanzania and in the Netherlands, the Sarakasi ya Vijana project 
has been transferred to a Tanzanian organization with effect from April 2019. The 
children of Sarakasi are therefore housed at Sasa Center in Mto wa Mbu. The 
entire organization around educational provision and health care for the children 
of Sarakasi is done from April 2019 from Sasa Center under the supervision of 
director, owner, Mr. Tatah Mloa. The board of Twiga has laid down this transfer 
in a cooperation agreement with Sasa Center. This allows us to continue to 
support the education of the children of Sarakasi in a responsible way. 
 
Sasa Center is a child-oriented center and is located about 15 minutes by bike 
from the former Sarakasi site in Mto wa Mbu. The center has a primary school 
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(Nursery and Primary), a sports field, an ecological garden, a guesthouse for 
boarding (including 4 Sarakasi children) and a number of common areas for 
meetings, etc. Twenty-four of the Sarakasi children were already pupils with 
Sasa School, the other children continue to go to their usual school. Sasa Center 
has become the meeting place for the Sarakasi children and their parents who 
previously joined the Sarakasi project. The Sarakasi children remain recognizable 
as a group within Sasa Center as well as the cooperation with the parents.. The 
children of Sarakasi are now happily playing football on the Sasa football field 
with the children of Sasa School!  
 
In the Sasa Center project we support children from about 3 years old, to get 
them used to a school program from an early age and to prevent them from 
ending up on the street. We will continue to support the children until they finish 
high school. For the high school children, they attend school in locations 
designated by the government, which are usually far from their parental home. 
We support the families by covering transport costs and paying the costs for the 
boarding (food / drink and sleeping place). The students return to their parents' 
home during the holidays and then receive tutoring at Sasa Center in order to 
make the most of their chances at school. In this way they are also an example for 
the younger children who see an example of their own future.  
We visit the schools and the parents of the children several times a year to see if 
the children are well cared for and whether they can look forward to a good 
future. To be able to do this, Sasa school has hired a number of former Sarakasi 
employees who are specifically trained to support families and children well. 
 
The children in our project have a home situation (parents / carers) and we 
therefore support the family at such a level that the children can go to school. By 
strengthening the triangle of school - child - family, the children learn to stand on 
their own two feet in a healthy way. Because there are almost no jobs, we help - 
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where possible - the children to find work after their educational career through 
our own network or to set up something themselves.  
The children are selected by churches, mosque and headmasters. A selection was 
ultimately made by Sarakasi staff together with the district social welfare officer 
and the local authorities. The parents / guardians are involved in the education of 
their children through parent meetings and are regularly visited at home by one 
of our employees. Sasa Center works closely with various parties in the village, 
both the local government and other NGOs. 
 

What we realized in 2020 

We succeeded in working with Mr. Tatah Mloa from Sasa School.  
Of course, we had to respond creatively to the corona pandemic, but to the 
abundant rainfall as well. Floods also influenced school attendance and well-
being. Our supporters have been informed about this via the Twiga newsletters. 
 
The Twiga board has further expanded the communication with Sasa Center in 
2020. In particular, the justification of expenditure and feedback on school 
performance had our attention. All-in all making the necessary adjustment to 
make our project future proof for our Sarakasi children. 
 
The board had planned to visit the Sasa Center project. The trip was canceled 
due to the corona pandemic. 
 
The intention to increase financial support from The Netherlands also proved to 
be extremely difficult during the lockdown and the period thereafter. Hopefully, 
the year 2021 will give us more opportunities. 
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The great expectations Sasa Centre had in their community at the beginning of 
the year diminished just as they got to the month of March 2020. First it was the 
floods that ruined homes and farms; later it was the corona pandemic which 
closed down schools and destroyed the tourism business, the lifeblood of Mto wa 
Mbu. 
For a long time they had not had big rains. But from around October last year till 
May this year, there was the longest rain season they can ever remember, causing 
many lakes and rivers across the country to overflow. In Mto wa Mbu, it is Lake 
Manyara that expanded to flood people’s farms and homes, especially the areas 
around Magomeni and Jangwani. Some of the homes of the children of Sarakasi 
were flooded and as shown in the table below, some families had to move away. 
School children had to stay at home waiting for this corona problem to 
end.  Staying at home is very boring for poor families who have small houses 
and nothing much to do. Sasa Centre’s  task was to supply academic work to 
these children and ensuring that they stay safe. The two matrons, Anna and 
Faraja, were visiting homes to access the safety and general progress of the 
Sarakasi children.  
The year 2020 have been hard time for the people of Mto wa Mbu as floods 
caused by prolonged rains; and stay-home isolation caused by the corona 
pandemic, ruined the daily life of the society.  
A considerable number of Sarakasi children were affected by the floods and have 
moved away to safer places. Two children were taken back to hostel as their 
homes were surrounded with water.  
The corona disease is their big ghost. As the first measure to curb the spread of 
the disease, the Government closed all schools for a few months. However, it was 
difficult to know the rate of infections in the area, even at the national level, 
because there were no reports every day as in other countries. However, people 
died with symptoms of the disease. Out of these, two are parents of other 
students at Sasa School. 
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School re-opened with the start of the second academic semester and focused 
upon giving extra mental support as well.  
During this difficult time, school visited the children of Sarakasi more often. As 
these children come from very poor families, life at their homes is difficult and 
boring during the time of isolation and water. There is no television to watch, no 
spacious houses to relax, and nothing much to do. To end this boredom and to 
keep the children busy and safe, the following has been done: 
 

1. School visits almost every family weekly to check the safety of the 
children. 

2. School supplies exercises for all the primary school children from time to 
time. The matrons took printed work to their homes and instructed them 
what to do and collect finished work for marking. School has to do this 
because most of these families are too poor to receive work on the 
internet or through smartphones. The cost of one printed work for all the 
children is 648,000 shillings per month, equivalent to € 270. 

3. School supports three children who have to stay in the hostel for safety.  
4. School support caretakers who keep some of the children who can’t go to 

their homes. 
Furthermore: 

§ For sick children, school improves their diet to build up their immunity.  
§ For the very poor families school supplies maize and beans.  
§ School also helps children with transport costs when moving from one 

area to another for safety, e.g.  Maasai children successfully connected 
with their parents at Lake Natron. 

§ School pays full salaries to two matrons who check the progress of the 
children and also cover their visitation costs. 

This is all corona and flood related.  
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Congratulations to Innocent, Mwakangale, Mwasiani and Peter Omary, 
they have completed primary school with a diploma and are attending 
MNayara Secondary school. See pictures. 

 
 

Six proud Sarakasi students have reached the finish line and completed Form 4 
with a diploma. 

1. Martin Tito Marti 
2. Jonas Emmanuel Elfasi 
3. Goodluck Joseph Tesha 
4. Dorcas Gaspar Marundu 
5. Lisa Eliya Lohay 
6. Bura Ole Sonde 
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4.Staff & Organisation 

Twiga Foundation - board 

 
5.   Fund Raising Activities  

We owe many thanks to all the sponsors of Twiga Foundation for their support 
in 2020. Despite lock downs and other inconvenient measures, our regular 
sponsors continued supporting us.  
Searching for (individual) sponsors is a very time-consuming job and even 
harder to keep them as a sponsor. We keep them updated about the children’s 
progress on regular basis through the newsletters (see website). As mentioned 
earlier 2020 has been an exceptional year due to the corona pandemic due to 
which fundraising was complicated.  We hope to be more successful in getting 
sponsorship approvals for projects in 2021. The Sarakasi kids will thank us for 
this.  

Board positions / responsible sections Board member 

Chairwoman Anne Marie van Lanen 

Secretary  Jacqueline de Beer  

Treasurer & Finances Emiel Smit  / vacancy 

Communication Anne Marie van Lanen 

Operational Tanzania / Sasa Centre Tata 
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6.PR & Communication  

We updated every media that contained information about our project and 
updated the content on our website (www.stichting-twiga.nl). In 2020 we have 
sent 2 periodical newsletters to our supporters (sponsors and volunteers) and 
placed them on the website. 

We continue to carry out our vision, which is that we strengthen and support the 
triangle of school-child-parent(s). We do this by giving the Sarakasi children 
access to good education and basic necessities to develop themselves within their 
own capacity and interests. With this development they can, as capable, 
responsible and caring human beings, work on a fair and inspiring environment 
to live in.   

7.The people behind the Twiga Foundation 
The Twiga Foundation itself was represented in Mto wa Mbu for many years and 
therefore knows the local context through and through. The board maintains 
good contacts with Sasa Center and receives an update on the project at least 
every quarter. 
The Twiga Foundation has about 100 regular donors and sponsors. 

(To read more about us please visit our website www.stichting-twiga.nl.) 
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Appendix: All Sarakasi Children, 2020.  

Roll, Schools and Additional Information 

School Name Class Additional Info 

Lake Manyara Nametu Rasta Laizer 1   

Lake Manyara Musa Said Mbuma 1   

Lake Manyara Sinyati Engarukai Laizer 1 Health problem 

Lake Manyara Leiyo Morisey Laizer 2   

Lake Manyara Thomas Joseph Augustino 2   

Sasa School Nancy Martini T/Class   

Sasa School Babu Saibulu Ndaka 1 Stays in Maasai Boma, caretaker 

Sasa School Lamayani Olesiaya Leskar 1 Stays in Maasai Boma, caretaker 

Sasa School Zulhia Ramadhani 1   
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Sasa School Zulfikra Ramadhani 1   

Sasa School Sapro Molongo Mollel 1 Sasa Boarding 

Sasa School Lisa Emmanuel 2   

Sasa School Anjela John Msangi 3 Sasa Boarding 

Sasa School Damiano Elisha 3   

Sasa School Lameck William Tito 3   

Sasa School Margret Joseph Peter 3 Sasa Boarding 

Sasa School Masiaya Kayongo Mollel 3   

Sasa School Daudi Julias Hongo 4 Health problem 

Sasa School David Joseph Adam 4   

Sasa School Godbless Isaya Emanuel 4   

Sasa School Muya Khatibu Kilango 4   

Sasa School Neema Emmanuel Banga 5 Boarding student 
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Sasa School Upendo John Kaaya 5 Boarding student 

Sasa School Jacob Isaya Joseph 6 Boarding S’dent, Holiday caretaker, Shayo 

Sasa School Salma Alma Athumani 6   

Sasa School Victor Samson Mwiru 6 Boarding student 

Sasa School Innocent Kalist Ruge 7 Boarding student 

Sasa School Mwakangale Mark Mrori 7 Boarding student 

Sasa School Peter Omary Hamis 7 Boarding student 

Mwl. Anna School Sara Maulidi Omary 5   

Mwl. Anna School Veronica Benedict Kahama 5   

Mwl. Anna School Glory Ambros Kileo 6   

Mwl. Anna School Mwasiani Mark Mrori 7 Boarding Student 

Kigongoni Primary Gideon Emmanuel Hilongu 3 Swahili Medium School 

Kigongoni Primary Paulo Jalia Juma 6 Swahili Medium School 
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Jangwani Primary Joyce Chacha Mabenda 2 Swahili Medium School 

School Name Form Additional Info 

Oldonyo Lengai Sec. Abbas Saidi Ndugutta Form 1   

Oltinga Secondary Agnes Gilbert Lymo Form 1   

Manyara Secondary Allen Jackson Aron Form 1   

Oltinga Secondary Fatuma Athumani Abdallah Form 1   

Ole Sokoine Secondary Mary Neema Onesmo Form 1 Wants to shift to a better school. 

Oldonyo Lengai Sec. Lawe Desderi Joseph Nade   Form 3 Holiday caretaker, Eliabu Mnzava   

Lowassa Secondary Sophia Halifa Form 3 Health problem 

Lowassa Secondary Martin Tito Martin Form 4   

Mpwapwa Sec – Dodoma Jonas Emmanuel Elfasi Form 4   

Erikisale Secondary Goodluck Joseph Tesha Form 4   

Nanja Secondary Dorcas Gaspar Marandu Form 4     
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Nanja Secondary Lisa Eliya Lohay Form 4     

Ilboru Secondary   Bura Ole Sonde Form 4 Holiday caretaker, Mama Flora 

 

 


